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ABOUT RUVATI

Ruvati elevates the standard for style and performance 
by crafting a unique selection of quality sinks and 
faucets that evoke the classic beauty and sophisti-
cated elegance of Italian design. Each component is 
carefully chosen and exhaustively tested to offer the 
utmost in functionality and reliability. All of our sinks 
and faucets are manufactured using the highest 
gauge steel available to ensure long-lasting durability. 
This results in a collection of flawless products that 
are not only stunning to behold, but also built to last 
for decades. 

For more information visit ruvati.com

FORM + FUNCTION
New Maestro Pull-Out Spray Faucet is a Practical 
Show-Stopper in the Kitchen.

Your kitchen sink never looked so good as when paired with this gorgeous new faucet from Ruvati’s 

Maestro Collection. Finished in shimmering stainless steel, the graceful high arched spout grabs attention 

with its striking looks, while its flexible pull-out design and 360-degree swivel makes it incredibly 

functional in the busiest of kitchens. A contemporary lever-style handle is in keeping with the faucet’s sleek 

lines and simple silhouette making the Maestro an ideal choice for modern kitchens with a minimalist look.

As part of Ruvati’s premium line of faucets, the Maestro Collection was inspired by the beauty and power 

of the famous Nardis Waterfall, a glacier-fed waterfall high in the Italian Alps. Like its muse, the Maestro 

faucet generates a rush of crystal-clear water and its curves mirror the dramatic yet subtle curves of the 

edge of the falls. The faucet offers a solid brass construction for exceptional durability and is individually 

tested and inspected to ensure the highest quality. As with all Ruvati faucets, it features a splash-free 

aerated stream, a drip-free Kerox™ ceramic disc cartridge, and comes with a limited lifetime warranty.

Known as the RVF1225BN, this pull-out spray kitchen faucet may be installed in countertops up to 2” thick 

with one- or three-hole installation options. The faucet measures 20.47” high with a spout height of 8.07”. 

The faucet is both Lead-Free Compliant and ADA Compliant and includes hot and cold water connection 

lines and matching deckplate.

For more information about the Maestro Faucet, visit ruvati.com.
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